Abstract. We discuss a formal model based upon dataflow, usable for high-level digital hardware design, among other things. One of our goals is to give a denotational semantics for this model, which includes indeterminate modules. While it is wellknown that denotational semantics for networks containing only determinate modules can be simply expressed as a composition of stream functions, this approach has previously been shown unacceptable for networks with indeterminate modules. Our approach is to devise composition rules based on modelling a network by the set of its possible behaviors, i.e. sequences of computational events, where each event is the appearance or consumption of a token on a data path. A sequence of such events is called a history and a set of such histories is called an archive. We give composition rules that allow us to derive an archive for a network from the archive of its constituents. We show how causal and operational constraints on network behavior can be inferred from the specification of archives. We also present a construction which allows us to obtain the denotation of networks containing loops by a process of successive approximations. This construction is carried out using a construction resembling the category-theoretic notion of limit, which differs from that of more traditional domain theory.
Introduction
There has been recent interest in the use of dataflow concepts for high-level hardware design languages. The principal attraction is the ability to compose units of well-defined behavior into more complex units, while at the same time paying minimal attention to details such as system timing. Our previous work (Keller et al. 1980 ) demonstrated the concept, with an example carried through to a realizable logic level. More recently, there has been at least one "silicon compiler" designed using this approach (Jhon et al. 1985) , including giving the necessary attention to layout schemes. Figure 1 demonstrates the approach using a simple standard example. It shows the first-level decomposition of a routing switch, a module which receives two streams of input packets, and routes them to one of two possible outputs depending on some histories into output histories. They indicate that this shows that "history relations" are insufficient to represent the complete behavior of such modules. Since our method here does indeed entail a form of history relation, it might seem that this result is worded too sweepingly. However, reconciliation is to be found in that their informally presented method can be demonstrated using our techniques.
information in the packets. Shown therein are two module types, disc, which discriminates packets based on routing information, and merge, which interleaves streams from two inputs in whatever order they happen to arrive.
The present paper concerns itself with analysis and understanding, rather than synthesis tools. Of primary interest is a semantic definition method for a fairly general class of digital networks. We suggest that the model presented herein provides a straightforward model which is easily shown correct.
Component modules of the type discussed above breakdown into two major categories, both of which are illustrated in the above example: determinate (or functional) in which each output stream is a mathematical function of the input streams, and indeterminate, in which one or more outputs cannot be so-characterized. In the example above, disc is determinate, since each of its outputs is determined uniquely from the input stream, while merge is indeterminate, since the output stream depends on relative arrival orders in the input streams.
Determinate modules have the advantage that, when composed, they yield a network which behaves as a determinate module. This fact has been pointed out, for example, in the pioneering work of Patil (1970) , and of Kahn (1974) . Indeterminate modules, of course, compose as well, but whereas determinate modules can be nicely characterized by recursive stream functions, an equally succinct notation for composing indeterminate modules has been lacking. In earlier work (Keller 1978) , we showed that the merge module is not representable by a function with a domain which is a Cartesian product of any pair of domains, one for each input, regardless of structure. We inferred that some cross-domain information must be taken into account in characterizing behavior. Brock and Ackermann (1981) showed that (even if cross-domain information is taken into account) the merge module is not representable by a function from input
Modules and networks
Programs or systems in our model are networks of modules. Operationally, a module may carry an internal state from a possibly-infinite state set and communicates with its environment by sending and receiving value-carrying tokens. The behavior of some modules could, if desired, be described by a sequential program. At any step of its execution, the program may specify polling of its inputs, consuming zero or more input tokens, changing its internal state (i.e., assigning to some internal variables or moving to the next instruction in sequence) and production of tokens on zero or more of its outputs. Our modules are more general than those of Kahn (1974) in that ours can act on the absence of a token (Keller 1978) , or equivalently, generally don't need to wait for the presence of tokens.
In addition to the disc and merge modules described above, other examples of modules which might be found in digital networks are:
Add module. This module awaits a pair of tokens, one on each of its input arcs. When both tokens are present, it consumes the input tokens and produces an output token on its output arc, which has the value of the sum of the two input token values.
Fork module. This module has one input and two output arcs. It copies each input token onto both of its output arcs.
Choice module. This module has one input and two output arcs. Upon receiving a token at its input, it consumes the latter and produces a token with the same value on either (but not both) of its output arcs. Although the choice module might seem to be too random to be useful, it is of interest in modeling situations where the decision of which output arc is actually made deterministicalty, but with information which is not explicitly represented.
k-Bounded queue module. This module produces b output tokens with the same values as its input tokens, in the same order received. However, at any one time, the difference between the number of tokens consumed and produced may not be more than k in number. (b, c, d, etc.) . To emphasize that behavior will be described in terms of these arcs, we subscript the module name for the prototype with its arc labels. It is understood that when a module is used in a network, these labels will generally be different, since we shall require the set of arc labels in a network to be unique. In this case, the behavior of a module in question is simply given by renaming arcs mentioned in its behavioral description with the appropriate labels. Figure 2 shows prototype for a forkbcd module.
A network is a directed graph, each node of which is labelled with the name of a module. Each arc connects up to two nodes, one as input and one as output. Arcs which are only input or output to the entire network (i.e., do not connect two modules within it) are labelled only once. Interconnecting arcs have two labels, an output label associated with the node from which the arc is output, and an input label associated with the node to which the arc is input. This dual labelling will be helpful when we describe behavior of interconnected modules. Figure 3 shows a fork module in the context of a network. We notice that each arc inherits a label as the fork and has a second label from the other node to which the arc is connected.
Behavior modeling
Our model is both operational and denotational. It is operational in that the behavior can be clearly discerned from examining the denotation, and denotational because compositions of networks correspond to compositions of behaviors.
The model is based on the notion of events, histories, and archives. There are two types of events, both represented as pairs of the form (b v) where b is an arc label and v is the value of a token. A production event has b being the output A history of a module is a sequence of events which can occur in one possible use of it. For example, one history for the Addbca module, as described above, might be (bl) (c3) (d4) (c5) (b2) (d7). An input history is the projection of a history on the input arcs, i.e. any event labeled with an output arc is discarded. An output history is defined similarly.
Determinate modules, such as the Add module above, have the property that for a given input history, the output history is determined. That is, even though there may be several histories corresponding to the given input history, each of those histories corresponds to the same output history. It is worth noting that all of the different queue modules described in the previous section have the same functional behavior, namely the identity function. Thus, functional behavior alone does not act as the finest discriminator of actual behavior, and this is a clue to its limitations.
As another example, a Merge module passes its input values unchanged, rather than adding them, but passes them in consumption order. The following is one history for a Mergebcd with the same inputs b, c as above: (bl) (dl) (c3) (d3) (c5) (d5) (b2) (d2).
However, assuming there could be some delay between the time the module consumes an input token and acts upon its value, such as if it contained a buffer at each input, another history might be (b 1) (c 3) (d3) (d 1) (c 5) (b 2) (d5) (d2). We notice that both the histories have the same corresponding input history, but different output histories, thus merge is seen to be indeterminate.
The set of all possible histories is called the archive for the module, and characterizes the module, i.e. forms a denotation for it. Certain features of potential interest, in particular the "internal state" of the node, are suppressed in this description of the behavior of a module. For the purpose of the present discussion we assume that the history characterizes all observable properties of interest.
This notion of observability is admittedly weaker than some others that have been used in the CCS framework (Hennessey 1982) .
Notation. If S is a set of sequences, then S* designates the set of all concatenations of a finite number of sequences in S, S ~ designates the set of all concatenations an infinite number of sequences in S, and S ~ designates the union of these two. For example, the archive of the forkbcn module can be expressed as
which indicates that each consumption of a value v (on arc b) is followed by a production of the same value v on arc c and on arc d, in that order. Although we normally think of the output production of the fork as being simultaneous, it simplifies the expression of the archive to specify an order, as we have done. Since modules are normally combined with others which represent delay on interconnection lines, this ordering will usually become irrelevant in a network.
To describe archives of other modules, some additional notation will be useful. The leads and precedes relations can be used to capture essential causal relationships within histories. For example, if each output event on arc c of a module is produced in response to an input event on arc b, we will have precedes (b, c, x) . This is also true if each input event on an arc c is produced on output arc b of a node. Note that if we begin with a sequence having the property precedes (b, c,x) , and insert events other than b-and c-events in arbitrary positions, we shall always have a sequence y such that precedes (b, c,y) .
Examples. The Unbounded-Queue module, UBQbc, with input arc b; output arc c, and value set V, has the archive {x~{(bv), (cv) [vsV} ~ lequal(b,c,x) and pre-
The comma between (by) and (cv) means that the set contains any sequence of values (by) and (cv). 
Network composition
We now discuss the syntax and semantics of network composition. Our discussion centers around rules for composing the archives for modules to obtain the archives of the resulting networks. Similar in spirit to Patil (1970) , we wish to have the following:
Composition property. When several modules are interconnected, the resulting network itself can be characterized as module. We consider three types of interconnections between sub-networks, which are evidently sufficient to construct any network: aggregation, serial composition, and loop composition. Of these, the second is a convenience which can be composed from the other two (Keller 1983) .
Aggregation. Here we simply "lump" modules N1 and N2 together without connecting them, as 
A(N1,N2).
The archive-composition rule corresponding to aggregation is the "shuffle". To describe the shuffle (designated A) more precisely, assume initially that x and y are event sequences over 2 disjoint sets of arc labels, B and C. Then
xAy={zlTIB(z)=x and Ilc(z)=y}.
That is, the shuffle of two sequences on disjoint sets of arcs is a set of sequences, such that projecting on the respective sets of arcs gives back the original sequences. We extend this in the natural pointwise fashion to sets, SA T= U {xA y [x~S, y~ T}. In case that the label sets B, C are not disjoint, the definition of shuffle is slightly more complicated. The simplest definition seems to be to force them to be disjoint by renaming one set of labels, shuffling as before, then performing the inverse renaming to get the result.
Example. To shuffle two events sequences:
we have to rename one of the d's, say that in the second sequence, to d'. Shuffling then gives us, among others, the sequence
and inverse renaming changes each d' to d to get
We can summarize the preceding discussion as a rule for constructing the archive of an aggregation from the archives of the component networks. If N is a network, with labels for its unconnected arcs, then let Archive (N) denotes the corresponding archive.
Aggregation rule. Archive(A (N1, N2)) = Archive(N0 A Archive(N2), where A is the shuffle operator. The next type of interconnection rule is serial composition, shown in Fig. 5 , which we designate by She (N1, N2) , b being an output arc of N1 and c being an input arc of N2. We assume here that arcs of N1 and N2 have disjoint sets of labels.
Otherwise we rename the labels first to get this property. The archive semantics of serial composition will be easier to present after we present the loop interconnection next.
We also need the ability to construct a loop, as shown in Fig. 6 , designating the resulting network as Lbc(N~). It is now clear that connection S can be realized as an aggregation followed by a loop, so if we are treating archive operators for these, we need not treat S separately.
To describe the effect of the loop construct L on an archive, we need to introduce a new matching operator Mbc where, as usual, b and c are arc names.
Mb~ (S) = {Kb~ (x) Ix~ S and leads (b, c, x)}.
Here Kb~(x) discards events on arcs b and c, and preserves others. The purpose of the leads condition is to express causality; If b values are fed to c, then in each history, each c-event is preceded somewhere by a b-event with the same value, and the number of b-events cannot be more than one plus the number of c-events for any prefix in the history. This observation is summarized as:
Loop rule: Archive(Lbc (AT)) = Mbc (Archive (N)).
It is possible to formulate other loop composition rules. For example, if we replaced leads with pre-cedes we would have a rule for the case where each the loop-closing arc has an implied unbounded queue.
According to earlier discussion, we also have the
Serial composition rule:
Archive( Sb~ ( N1, N2) ) = Mb~ (Archive(N1) A Archive(N2)).
The combination Mbe(SA T) occurs sufficiently often that it deserves a special notation, SAbc T.
This matching shuffle operator Ab~ is similar to the operators used by Riddle (1979) to manipulate event sequences. In his work, special synchronizing symbols are introduced into the event sequences, and shuffling is performed on substrings occurring between matched synchronizing symbols.
Before further illustrating reasoning about archives using the above composition rules, it will be useful to express a few observations about causality, expressed using the precedes primitive: 
{(ev) (cv) (dv)[ve V} ~.
In other words, the 1-bounded queue module adds nothing in this case. Now we apply Ld~ to this archive to represent the loop. This adds to the above set the additional constraint that leads (d, e, x) for each history x. But leads(d, e, x) implies precedes(d, e, x), and by the property of antisymmetry, we see that no history in the overall network can contain a c-event or d-event. But the empty sequence A is the only remaining member of the above set after this condition is imposed, so we see that the overall archive is {A}. Note that, since the modules in this case are determinate, the fixedpoint theory of Kahn could have arrived at this result by starting with the null sequence and applying the fork function, which would give the null sequence back, thereby determining the least fixedpoint.
Example. Instead of choosing F above to be a 1-bounded queue, choose it to be 1-fbye:, which produces an output value of 1, followed by a verbatim copy of its input. The archive of 1-fbye:, with input b and output c, is given by
{(fl)} ((ev) (fv) V}-
where juxtaposition of sets indicates the set of all sequences formed by concatenating a member of the first with the member of the second.
When we compose 1-fbye: with forkbca, we get the archive
{(cl) (dl)} {(ev) (cv) (dv)lve V} ~.
When we "close the loop", as shown, we are requiring, in each history x, equal (d,e,x) .The only history in the above set having this property is (cl) (all) ((el) (cl) (dl)) ~ and this history does not violate the additional property leads (d,e,x) . The overall archive, after masking d-and e-events, is just
Example. The archive for a Merg%cd module, with 1-queuing on inputs, as discussed above is simply the shuffle of archives for two l-bounded queue modules, with their output lines both identified as d, i.e.
{(by) (dv)lv~ V} ~ A {(cw) (dv)lv~ V} ~.
We illustrate on the "merge anomaly" network (Keller 1978) , as shown in Fig. 7 and show that there are no causal anomalies in any of the histories of the archive. Here the module G functions so as to map successive input values to output, in such a way that if the token value is 1, it outputs 3, otherwise it outputs the input value itself. When composed with Mergebcd and Forknij, but before closing thef-c loop, we get the archive
where, as above, v represents a generic element other than 3. When we close the loop, we effectively apply the LI~ operator to the expression above. It is difficult to produce a closed form for the result, but we can resort to reasoning about specific input histories. For example, if V={1, 2, 3} and the input history is (b 1) (b 2) then the overall histories are derivable from archive reasoning as being of the form (il) (i3)" (i2) ((i3) (i2)) ~176 n arbitrary.
The matching requirement for the f-c loop forces the first f-event to precede the first c-event. This in turn means that the value of the first d-event must appear in response to a b-event. Since we are assuming that the first b-value is 1, it follows that the first d-value is 1. Secondly we observe that, by the definition of G, there are no c-values equal to 1. From the input and the archive for merge, we conclude for any history h that
Va(h)=lx2y, where V~(h)=xy.
From the definition of G, we must then have y = 3x2y. Closing the loop implies VI(h)= Vc(h), in other words xy=3x2y. From this, we conclude that x is of the form 3" for some n. If we cancel 3n from both sides, we get y = 3 2y which has only the solution y = (3 2) ~. Putting these observations together gives us the indicated form of the history for this input.
Example. an arbitrary sequence of (fv) pairs}
P2 =P1 ~ {0 cu) (gu), (fu) (gu) (fv) (gv) xl u, v e V, x an arbitrary sequence of (fv) pairs}
In other words, a D module replicates its first input. Whereas P2 can produce its first output token as soon as it receives its first input, P1 must wait for two input tokens before it can produce any output. The composition of the two D modules with the merge is easily seen to give the archive {A, (by) (fv) (fv) [.ve V}A {A, (dr) 
(fv) (fv)lve V}.
The possible outputs (on arc JO of the merge are thus characterized by the set 0 {{A,
V}.
Let Ark designate the network containing Pk-The difference of combining with P1 vs. P2 shows up as (fv)(gv) being in the archive for N2 but not in that for N~. As pointed out by Brock and Ackerman, the two networks can be differentiated for a fixed input history (b u) (dv) . In this case, the outputs of the merge are just those in the set {uu}A {vv}. To see the difference, note that N2 has in its archive the history (bu) (gu) (dr) (gv) whereas N 1 does not. The intuitive explanation here is that N~, should it produce u before consuming v, cannot then ever produce v; since the component P~ had to have consumed two inputs before producing any output, it will never consume v, and thus never produce v.
The fact that archives are represented as sets of sequences makes it simple to program analysis tools for them, at least for the case of finite histo-ties. We have programmed some simple archive manipulating functions, which were able to mechanically differentiate between the two networks above. We believe these tools would be much more complicated to build if we were to base them on partial orders of events rather than sequences (Keller 1978; Brock and Ackerman 1981; Pratt 1982) , but on the other hand, the computational complexity of the tools can probably be improved by switching to internal representations based on sets of partial orders, or sets of trees. This issue of tool building seems to be a relatively unexplored topic.
Extension rules
In this section, we present a complementary approach for deriving archives, which corresponds more closely to the traditional (Scott 1970; Scott and Strachey 1971) approach to the denotational semantics of sequential programming languages. The key feature of this approach is that the denotations of programming constructs are viewed as functions and the denotations of complex constructs are obtained by ordinary functional composition.
We shall view the denotations of modules as functions which act on archives. The actions of these functions are the pointwise extension of their actions on individual histories. These functions act to extend the history by inserting new events which correspond to the participation of that module in the history. Thus these functions are called extension rules. It is then fairly clear that the extension rule for an acyclic network can be constructed by composing the extension rules of the component modules. Networks which contain loops have extension rules obtained by taking fixed points of an appropriate composition of the extension rules of the component modules (cf. Keller 1978) . The sense in which a fixed point can be constructed will now be clarified. We do not use traditional complete partial order theory but give a construction that is similar to the category theoretic notion of a limit. The use of extension rules will mimic the archive set-theoretic denotational semantics of the preceding sections quite closely.
Definition. Let An extension rule is required to satisfy several "'reasonability" conditions. These conditions will turn out to be essential in constructing extension rules for networks containing loops. To express these conditions we use the following notation: E will stand for a generic extension rule, h will stand for a generic history, and hi-~h2 means that h 2 extends hl in the sense described above (but not necessarily in the prefix sense).
We will also need the following terms:
Definition. An event v, in a history h, is said to be consumable by an extension rule E, if it is a production event that appears on the input arc of a module in the network described by E and there is a history in the archive which extends h, as well as containing a consumption event corresponding to v.
Definition. An event v, is said to be producible in a history h, by an extension rule E, if there is a history in the archive of the network which extends h and contains v.
We may use to word "enabled'" to mean either consumable or producible, and "fired" to represent the occurrence of the corresponding production or consumption. The conditions on extension rules e can now be stated:
Monotonicity: The action of E cannot remove an event from a history; in symbols, if h'sE(h) then h<_h'.
Causality: An extension rule can only insert an consumption event after the corresponding pro-duction event, and a production event can be inserted only after the consumption events which triggered that production event.
Stability: If a history h has no enabled events, then E(h) = {h}.
Finite delay: Within a chain of histories hi, h2 ..... hi,.. where for each i, hi+1 ~E(hO, no event remains enabled but not fired forever.
Note that monotonicity is not the same as that for the prefix partial order (Kahn 1974) , since embedding is not a partial order. A simple example is provided by the two sequences (ab) ~ and (aab) ~ The anti-symmetric property does not hold, since these sequences are unequal, yet each may be embedded in the other, by adding a's or b's.
The finite-delay condition is similar to that of Karp and Miller (1969) , which is used to show that a suitable notion of taking "limits" of sequences can be defined. It is actually a condition on such limits, rather than a constraint on the presentation of the extension rule. The extension rule for a network with a loop is easily expressed via a system of recursive equations involving the extension rules of the individual modules in the network. To show that recursively-defined expressions have a well-defined meaning involves introducing a suitable mathematical structure on the set of archives and showing that limits of sequences of approximations can be defined. Normally, the mathematical structure used is that of a complete partial order. However, for our purposes, this structure is not appropriate. We would like our structure to reflect the intuitive idea that histories improve by the insertion of new events, which are inserted, but not necessarily added at the end of the histories. We have already mentioned that the set of sequences ordered in this way are not partial orders (at least, if infinite sequences are allowed).
With sets of histories the situation is even worse. Even if one does have a complete partial order, subsets of the complete partial order can only be viewed as a complete partial order if one restricts the subsets to be closed in some appropriate sense (Plotkin 1976; Smythe 1978) . We would like to be able to work with arbitrary sets of histories, since otherwise modules with different operational behaviors would have the same denotation.
The notion of limit that we shall define is similar to the category theory notion of limit. Suppose we have an module F which has an input arc c and an output arc b. Let the extension rule for this module be denoted by E. Now suppose that the arc b is connected to the arc c. The extension rule must be modified to associate every reference to a b-event with the corresponding c-event. Let this modified extension rule be denoted by Ebc. Whenever Eb~ is used to extend a given history h, there will be new input events to F in the extended history Ebb(h). The extension rule Ebc must therefore be applied again to the result. Given a particular initial history, h, applying the extension rule Eb~ may result iri several histories. Applying Eb~ to each history in the resulting set of histories will also yield several new histories.
Theorem. Under the stated reasonablity assumptions, there exists a limit for the sequence of histories described above.
To establish the existence let us denote the set containing the original input history, h, by So, and the sets containing the subsequent extensions by $1 Sz... respectively. As we construct each subsequent extension, we define relations, written Ri, which express which histories in Si were extended by E to yield particular histories in Sg + 1-Formally, if hi Ri hi + l, then hi ~ Si , hi + l ~ Si + l , and hi+l eEbc(hi). We refer to such a sequence of sets and relations as the tower of Ebc over h. The limit of successive iterations of the extension rule Eb~ applied to h can be defined in terms the tower of Ebr over h. The tower defines a set of sequences of histories through the relations Ri. Consider a typical such sequence, hi h2.--, where hi Ri hi+ 1 for each i in N. Such sequences of histories satisfy the following property:
Lemma. There exists a function f. 'N , N (N the natural numbers), such that, for every k in N, prefix(k, hy~k) ) contains no consumable events or enabled events. Furthermore this f can be chosen to be monotonic. Here prefix(k, x) is the length k prefix of x.
Proof. Suppose h contains no consumable events or enabled events. Then by the stability conditions, Ebc will leave h unchanged and no history in the tower will have either an consumable event or an enabled event. Suppose to the contrary that h does contain a consumable event or enabled event. Then there must be a unique first such event. By the finite-delay property, at some finite point in the tower, this event must be consumed or produced. Suppose this consumption or production occurs in step t of the tower and the event that was consumed or produced is the nth event in this history. Using causality, we can define f(n)= t. Because an extension rule can only insert events after their cause, we see thatfis indeed monotonic.
Using this lemma, it is possible to construct the following sequence of embeddings:
However, these embeddings are additionally prefixes of one another, so the limit of this sequence does exist and is unique. We denote this limit sequence by h*. By construction, none of the members of the sequence has any consumable or enabled events, so neither does h*. Thus e(h*)= {h*} by the stability condition. The limit of the entire tower is obtained by constructing the limit in the above fashion for every sequence of histories in the tower. Let us denote by E~c(h) the limit of the tower of Ebc over h. Then E~'bc defines the extension rule for the network with b connected back into c.
The asymmetry between the roles of b and c noted in Sect. 3 is implicitly present here. The new input events present in the Nth iteration of the extension rule were generated in the (N-1)th iteration. Thus the b-events have two roles: as output events of the (N-l)th iteration and as input events in the Nth. The effect would have been the same as if we had used the original extension rule E with the change that whenever a c-event is inserted, an b-event is also inserted immediately following the c-event. This view of the extension rule shows that it must necessarily construct histories of the form that appear in Lbr Extension rules potentially provide a more tractable computation scheme than do archives, since they can be applied to a given input archive, rather than having to deal with all possible input archives. Some examples of computable extension rules are discussed in an earlier version of this paper (Keller and Panangaden 1984) .
Conclusions
We have described an approach for modeling digital networks containing possibly-indeterminate modules, and have given rules for determining denotations for interconnected networks based upon denotations for the constituents. The denotational approach we have outlined in this paper shares some features commonly associated with operational semantics. In particular, causality constraints are explicitly stated in the definitions of most archives. More importantly, the basic concept on which the theory is built is the computational event, which is a very operational concept. This closeness to operational ideas makes this formalism a convenient and flexible tool for modelling systems of practical interest, while we retain the advantages of a denotational approach.
Our approach is similar to a variety of other semantic theories for networks containing indeterminate modules. These go under the general name of "trace" domains: a domain is built from sequences of computational actions. As far as we are aware, our theory is the only one using he category theoretic style of limit. Abstract semantics have been given by Plotkin (1976 ), Broy (1981 , and Abramsky (1983) . The Plotkin construction does not handle unbounded indeterminacy or nonflat domains. Our construction does allow us to discuss unbounded indeterminacy, manifest by the merge module, for example. The Broy construction does not allow one to describe arbitrary sets of possible results, as the sets in his domain constructions are required to satisfy a suitable closure condition. Important recent work on semantics of indeterminate constructs is that of Abramsky (1983) . His formalism is explicitly category theoretic; using multi-sets of possible results, he can handle arbitrary sets, unbounded indeterminacy, and power constructions over domains which are not fiat.
